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Abstract: The paper presents the textile design idea projects, which compositions are realized on the 
base of connections between associations of colors and lines. The connections between colors and 
lines give the compositions specific character, which provokes definite senses. The idea projects can 
be used in textile arts, interior textile, clothing fabrics’ design, and design of accessories. The ideas 
can be used not only in textile art and design. They can be used in other arts and other interior 
applications – stained glass, mosaics, etc.  
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1. TEXTILE COMPOSITION 
 
In the textile design big variety in creation of drawings and motifs is reached with the different 
compositional conceptions. The square, cube and sphere are heavy forms, which are static 
and non-plastic. The oblong rectangles, irregular oblong triangles, ellipses are light forms. 
The jacquard fabrics require definite and stricter treating of the motif. The special features of 
the jacquard fabrics and their design are the reasons about that. The jacquard motif is 
formed by the interweaving of warp and weft fibers in different colors. In the more of the 
cases the motif lines gravitate to one center. There are closed bordered compositions. They 
turn around a center, which is closed according to colors and ornaments. There are abstract 
compositions, ones of the most popular styles in composition today. Sometimes they are a 
result of a random motion of brush, but in the more cases they are borrowed by the nature, 
for example tree bark, colored pebbles, or the play of the wind onto sandy dunes. [6, 7] 
The paper presents six preliminary projects of textile art designs. The compositions are 
created on the base of a study of associations – symbolism and influence of colors and lines, 
and connections between them.   
 
2. SYMBOLISM OF COLORS 

 

According to Jirousek [4] ‘We know that cultural traditions endow colors with powerful 
meanings that can differ greatly from place to place. For example, in Europe and the United 
States, black is the color of mourning. In many tropical countries and in East Asia white is the 
color of death. On the other hand, white is the color worn by American brides, while brides in 
much of Asia wear red. Based on research done in the United States and Europe, we know 
that the following associations are generally found to hold in Euro-American societies: Red is 
associated with blood, and with feelings that are energetic, exciting, passionate or erotic. 
Most colors carry both positive and negative implications. The downside of red evokes 
aggressive feelings, suggesting anger or violence. Orange is the color of flesh, or the friendly 
warmth of the hearth fire. The positive implications of this color suggest approachability, 
informality. The negative side might imply accessibility to the point of suggesting that anyone 
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can approach – a lack of discrimination or quality. Yellow is the color of sunshine. This color 
is optimistic, upbeat, and modern. The energy of yellow can become overwhelming. 
Therefore yellow is not a color that tends to dominate fashion for long periods of time. Green. 
In its positive mode, green suggests nature (plant life, forests), life, stability, restfulness, 
naturalness. On the other hand, green in some tones or certain contexts (such as green skin) 
might instead suggest decay (fungus, mold), toxicity, artificiality. Blue suggests coolness, 
distance, spirituality, or perhaps reserved elegance. Some shade of blue is flattering to 
almost anyone. In its negative mode, we can think of the "blues"-the implication being one of 
sadness, passivity, alienation, or depression. Violet is the color of fantasy, playfulness, 
impulsiveness, and dream states. In its negative mode, it can suggest nightmares, or 
madness.’ 
Maria Claudia Cortes presents her study in her site, named ‘Color in Motion’ [3]: The color 
red is dynamic, vital, romantic, commanding, alert, rebellious, complementary, joyful, visible, 
hot, and fun. The orange is helpful, burning, cozy, abundant, warning, flavorful, festive, 
active, excited, communicative, and inspiring. The yellow is creative, young, visible, bright, 
cheerful, light weight, curious, coward, playful, nutritious, ill, and expanding. The color of 
green is patient, natural, adventurous, relaxed, athletic, unfortunate, lucky, balanced, safe, 
and sharing. The blue is technical, deep, free, educated, protective, lonely, peaceful, cold, 
clean, authoritative, and formal. The purple is intelligent, artistic, aloof, luxurious, royal, vain, 
fantastic, melancholic, feminine, fragrant, and solemn.  
In his planetary colorsystem Michel Albert-Vanel [1, 2] presents the color association not only 
about one concrete color, but he examines associations of color combinations between the 
four main colors of his system: red, green, yellow and blue, with addition with white, black, 
white and black, and gold. The combinations are 80 and they have been received on the 
base of a study about I Ching, Tibetan mandalas, Arabic geomancy, classic Taro. The 80 
combinations can be used in lesson of color knowledge and an instrument for a search of the 
suitable color combination in the works of artists, designers, architects. Here are the 
associations of the four main colors and their combinations: The red is elevated, magnificent, 
sentient, examining, killing. The green is open, researching, seeking, and mysterious. The 
blue is spatial, cosmic, zenithal, amazing. The yellow is inventive, intelligent, dominant, 
ruling. The combination between yellow and blue is associated with mediation, motion, 
passage. The combination between red and yellow is comfortable, cordial, superior, and 
excessive. The combination between green and blue is eternal, temporary and transitional. 
The combination between green and yellow is new, refreshing, seasonal, and downward. 
The combination between red and blue associates implementation, realization, achievement, 
asceticism, and isolation. And the combination between red and green associates bloom, 
evolution, recycling. The triple combination between red, yellow and blue is progressive, 
improved, refined, diligent, and industrious. The combination between colors of green, yellow 
and blue associates rescuing, survival, and self-destruction. The combination of red, green 
and blue associates purifying, transferring, unification, combination. The combination of red, 
green and yellow associates denial, disavowal, destruction, and death. The combination of 
the four main colors is alive, animated, accidental, stirred and messy. 
 

3. SYMBOLISM OF LINES 

 

According to Jirousek [4] ‘Line also communicates emotion and states of mind through its 
character and direction. The variations of meaning generally relate to our bodily experience 
of line and direction. Horizontal line suggests a feeling of rest or repose. Objects parallel to 
the earth are at rest in relation to gravity. Therefore compositions in which horizontal lines 
dominate tend to be quiet and restful in feeling. One of the hallmarks of Frank Lloyd Wright's 
architectural style is its use of strong horizontal elements which stress the relationship of the 
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structure to the land. Vertical lines communicate a feeling of loftiness and spirituality. Erect 
lines seem to extend upwards beyond human reach, toward the sky. They often dominate 
public architecture, from cathedrals to corporate headquarters. Extended perpendicular lines 
suggest an overpowering grandeur, beyond ordinary human measure. Diagonal lines 
suggest a feeling of movement or direction. Since objects in a diagonal position are unstable 
in relation to gravity, being neither vertical nor horizontal, they are either about to fall, or are 
already in motion, as is certainly the case for this group of dancers. In a two dimensional 
composition diagonal lines are also used to indicate depth, an illusion of perspective that 
pulls the viewer into the picture-creating an illusion of a space that one could move about 
within. Thus if a feeling of movement or speed is desired, or a feeling of activity, diagonal 
lines can be used. Horizontal and vertical lines in combination communicate stability and 
solidity. Rectilinear forms stay put in relation to gravity, and are not likely to tip over. This 
stability suggests permanence, reliability and safety. In the case of the man in this family 
group, the lines seem to imply stability to the point of stodginess. Deep, acute curves, on the 
other hand, suggest confusion, turbulence, even frenzy, as in the violence of waves in a 
storm, the chaos of a tangled thread, or the turmoil of lines suggested by the forms of a 
crowd. The complicated curves used to form the mother in the family group shown above 
suggest a fussy, frivolous personality. Curved lines do vary in meaning, however. Soft, 
shallow curves suggest comfort, safety, familiarity, relaxation. They recall the curves of the 
human body, and therefore have a pleasing, sensual quality.’ 
 

4. CONNECTION BETWEEN ASSOCIATIONS OF COLORS AND LINES  
 

2D Plot of Row and Column Coordinates; Dimension:  1 x  2

Input Table (Rows x Columns): 10 x 14
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Figure 1. The level of connections between colors and lines on the base their associations 
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Kazlacheva [5] presents the connection between colors and lines on the base of their 
associations in graphical way, using correspondence analysis. The graphic, which is 
presented in figure 1, shows the level of correspondence between colors and lines in their 
symbolism and influence. If particular color and line are close to each other, they have similar 
associations. If they are so far from each other they have so different associations.  
 
5. PRELIMINARY PROJECTS 

 
Figures 2-7 present six preliminary projects of textile designs. Different as type and direction 
lines are used in the compositions. The more compositions use geometric and abstract 
forms, but some projects combine geometrical forms with stylize plant and animal elements. 
The color tonalities are varied, but contrast tonalities between hot and cold colors are 
predominant. 
Figure 2 shows a preliminary project in free composition of abstract forms, named ‘Mirage’. 
Soft and intensive curved lines are predominant. Curved lines are enhanced with dark 
contours. The color tonality includes cold colors, which calm the dynamic composition and 
the chaotic state of intensive curves. The small contrast accents in yellow give freshness and 
they balance the cold colors without obtrusion. In results of connections between colors and 
line the whole emotion is about dynamics and motion, but graceful motion, which is elusive 
like a mirage.   
Figure 3, similarly to the previous project, presents a design in free composition. The project 
is named ‘Choppiness’. Again the soft and intensive curved lines are predominant. The forms 
are main difference between second and first compositions. The forms in the second 
composition are strongly stylized and they remind about the stormy sea. The color tonality is 
contrast in blue and sandy yellow, which is softened with neutral white and gray.  
And the composition, which is presented in figure 4, is free. The project is named ‘Flight’. The 
composition combines strongly stylized elements and abstract forms. Soft and intensive 
curved lines are predominant. Curved lines are enhanced with graphic contours. The color 
tonality mixes pastel hues of hot and cold colors, which create sense of fleetness and 
airiness.   
Figure 5 shows a project in free open composition. The dominant geometrical abstract forms 
in combination with strongly stylized elements formed a silhouette of a lady’s body. The color 
tonality is mixed combination between hot, cold, and achromatic colors, which are enhanced 
with light and dark contours. The composition is named ‘Dance’ and its combination between 
colors and lines gives sense of rhythm and motion. 
And figure 6 presents a project in free open composition. The project is named ‘Impression’. 
The lines are soft and intensive curves, which are enhanced with contour lines. The contours 
unite the composition and give a contrast of the mixed color tonality of bright and pastel hot 
and cold hues. The whole design gives a sense of joy, freshness and motion. 
And the design, which is shown in figure 7, is in free open composition. It is named ‘Dream’. 
The forms are abstract in a result of dominated soft and intensive curved lines. The color 
tonality is mixed between hot, cold and achromatic tones, which are enhanced with dark 
contour lines. As result the sense is a interweaving between a dream and reality. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The connections between colors and lines give the compositions specific character, which 
provokes definite senses. The idea projects can be used in textile arts, interior textile, 
clothing fabrics’ design, and design of accessories. The ideas can be used not only in textile 
art and design. They can be used in other arts and other interior applications – stained glass, 
mosaics, etc.  
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Figure 2. Mirage. Free composition 
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Figure 3. Choppiness. Free composition 
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Figure 4. Flight. Free composition 
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Figure 5. Dance. Free composition 
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Figure 6. Impression. Free composition 
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Figure 7. Dream. Free composition 
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